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ABSTRACT. 

An individual reports subjective beliefs over continuous events using a proper scoring rule, such as
the Quadratic Scoring Rule. Under mild additional assumption, it is known that these reports reflect
latent subjective beliefs if the individual is risk neutral and obeys Subjective Expected Utility (SEU)
theory. It is also known that these reports are close to latent subjective beliefs if the individual obeys
SEU and has a concave utility function in the range typically observed. We extend these results in
three ways. First, we show how to fully recover latent subjective beliefs if the individual obeys SEU
and has any concave utility function. Second, we demonstrate how to fully recover latent subjective
beliefs if the individual is known to distort probabilities into decision weights using Rank Dependent
Utility theory. We illustrate these theoretical results with an example drawn from an incentivized
experiment eliciting beliefs over longevity risk for men. Third, we generalize all results for the
complete class of proper scoring rules. These theoretical results and empirical applications
significantly widen the domain of applicability of proper scoring rules for eliciting latent subject
belief distributions.  
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An individual reports subjective beliefs over continuous events using a proper scoring rule,

such as the popular Quadratic Scoring Rule. Under some mild additional assumption, it has been

known since Matheson and Winkler [1976] that these reports reflect latent subjective beliefs if the

individual is risk neutral and obeys Subjective Expected Utility (SEU) theory. It is also now known that

these reports are “close” to latent subjective beliefs if the individual obeys SEU and has a concave

utility function in the range observed over typical payments in experiments.

We extend these theoretical results in three ways. First, we demonstrate how to exactly recover

latent subjective belief distributions if the individual obeys SEU. Thus one does not have to rely on

approximation results from theory that show that these are likely to be “close,” and one can

demonstrate exactly how close they are on an individual basis. Second, and more significantly, we

demonstrate how to recover latent subjective belief distributions if the individual is known to distort

probabilities into decision weights using Rank Dependent Utility (RDU) theory. Although this

extension is relatively simple to state as a theoretical matter, it provides a constructive basis for exactly

recovering latent subjective belief distributions for individuals that do not behave consistently with

SEU.1 Third, we generalize these results to the complete class of proper scoring rules, of which the

QSR is just the most popular.

We illustrate the application of these theoretical results by recovering the latent subjective belief

distributions from observed reports from individuals in an incentivized experiment, and for whom we

also have individual estimates of their risk preferences. We find that the recovered beliefs for EUT-

1 This is not the same as eliciting a series of binary subjective probabilities and “knitting together” an
elicited subjective belief distribution. The elicitation problem for subjective probabilities over binary events
has been well-studied, and operational methods for recovering latent subjective probabilities for various risk-
dependent scoring rules developed (e.g., Offerman, Sonnemans, van de Kuilen and Wakker [2009] and
Andersen, Harrison, Fountain and Rutström [2014]). Our approach is to elicit the distribution in one task, not
in a number of independent tasks. Undertaking a series of binary elicitations runs the risk of order effects, or
the risk of elicited probabilities not summing to 1. It is also much harder to correctly estimate standard errors
for the inferred latent distribution when making a series of independent inferences about binary slices of the
underlying distribution.
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consistent individuals are, as expected, very close to the observed reports. We also show that the

recovered belief distributions of RDU-consistent individuals exhibit first-order differences from the

observed reports. The extent of the distortion between observed and recovered beliefs depends on the

dispersion of observed beliefs as well as the extent of probability weighting, each of which can vary

across different belief questions and individuals.

These theoretical results and empirical applications significantly widen the domain of

applicability of proper scoring rules for eliciting latent subject belief distributions. Apart from intrinsic

interest in knowing the subjective belief distributions of individuals, our methods help make Bayesian

inference more operational by recovering latent priors when one cannot be sure that the individual is

risk neutral. 

1. Theory

We focus on the finite case, in part for expository reasons, but also because this is the

interesting case in terms of operational scoring rules. We do not  assume symmetric subjective

distributions, nor do we assume that the distribution is even unimodal.

A. Background and Notation

Let the decision maker report his subjective beliefs in a discrete version of a QSR for

continuous distributions (Matheson and Winkler [1976]).2 Partition the domain into K intervals, and

denote as r k the report of the likelihood that the event falls in interval k = 1, ÿ, K. Assume for the

2 Alternative scoring rules could be characterized, and we provide proof that our results generalize to
the class of proper scoring rules. The QSR is the most popular scoring rule in practice, and all of the practical
issues of recovering beliefs can be directly examined in that context. For instance, Andersen, Fountain,
Harrison and Rutström [2014] show that behavior under a Linear Scoring Rule and QSR are behaviorally
identical when applied to elicit subjective probabilities for binary events and one undertakes calibration for the
different effects of risk aversion and probability weighting on the two types of scoring rules. 
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moment that the decision maker is risk neutral, and that the full report consists of a series of reports

for each interval, { r1, r2, ÿ, r k ,ÿ, r K } such that r k $ 0 œk and  ' i = 1ÿK (r i ) = 1.

If k is the interval in which the actual value lies, then the payoff score is defined by Matheson

and Winkler [1976; p.1088, equation (6)]: S = (2 × r k)  -  ' i = 1ÿK (r i )
2. So the reward in the score is a

doubling of the report allocated to the true interval, and the penalty depends on how these reports are

distributed across the K intervals. The subject is rewarded for accuracy, but if that accuracy misses the

true interval the punishment is severe. The punishment includes all possible reports, including the

correct one.3

To ensure complete generality, and avoid any decision maker facing losses, allow some

endowment, α, and scaling of the score, β. We then get the following scoring rule for each report in

interval k

α + β [ (2 × r k)  -  ' i =1ÿK (r i )
 2 ], (0)

where we initially assumed α=0 and β=1. We can assume α>0 and β>0 to get the payoffs to any

positive level and units we want. Let pk represent the underlying, true, latent subjective probability of an

individual for an outcome that falls into interval k. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate one the QSR, which we

will use in experiments, for α = β = 25 and K=10.

We restate Lemma 1 from Harrison, Martínez-Correa, Swarthout and Ulm [2017]: 

Lemma 1: Let pk represent the underlying subjective probability of an individual for outcome k
and let rk represent the reported probability for outcome k in a given scoring rule. Let θ(k) = α + β2r k -
β ' i=1ÿK (r i)

2 be the scoring rule that determines earnings θ if state k occurs. Assume that the individual

3 Take some examples, assuming K = 4. What if the subject has very tight subjective beliefs and
allocates all of the weight to the correct interval? Then the score is S = (2 × 1) - (12 + 02 + 02 + 02 ) = 2 - 1 =
1, and this is positive. But if the subject has tight subjective beliefs that are wrong, the score is S = (2 × 0) !
(12 + 02 + 02 + 02 ) = 0 ! 1 = !1, and the score is negative. So we see that this score would have to include
some additional “endowment” to ensure that the earnings are positive. Assuming that the subject has very
diffuse subjective beliefs and allocates 25% of the weight to each interval, the score is less than 1: S = (2 × ¼)
! ((¼)2 + (¼)2 + (¼)2 + (¼)2 ) = ½ ! ¼ = ¼ < 1. So the tradeoff from the last case is that one can always
ensure a score of ¼, but there is an incentive to provide less diffuse reports, and that incentive is the
possibility of a score of 1.
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behaves consistently with SEU. If the individual has a utility function u(@) that is continuous, twice
differentiable, increasing and concave and maximizes expected utility over actual subjective
probabilities, the actual and reported probabilities must obey the following system of equations:

pk × Mu/Mθ *θ = θ(k) !r k × Ep [Mu/Mθ] = 0, œ k = 1,..., K (1)

Our main theoretical result is a generalization of Lemma 1 for RDU individuals, who distort

probabilities and employ “decision weights” when evaluating ranked payoff outcomes.

We state parametric versions of EUT and RDU decision making over objective probabilities, to

introduce notation and basic concepts. Nothing hinges on the parametric assumptions, although the

parametric forms assumed are standard in the literature.

Assume that utility of income in an elicitation is defined by

U(x) = x(1!s)/(1!s) (2)

where x is the lottery prize and s…1 is a parameter to be estimated. For s=1 assume U(x)=ln(x) if

needed. Thus s is the coefficient of CRRA for an EUT individual: s=0 corresponds to risk neutrality,

s<0 to risk loving, and s>0 to risk aversion. Of course, risk attitudes under RDU depend on more than

the curvature of the utility function.

Let there be J possible outcomes in a lottery defined over objective probabilities commonly

implemented in experiments. Under EUT the probabilities for each outcome xj, p(xj), are those that are

induced by the experimenter, so expected utility is simply the probability weighted utility of each

outcome in each lottery i:

EUi = 3j=1,J [ p(xj) × U(xj) ]. (3)

The RDU model of Quiggin [1982] extends the EUT model by allowing for decision weights

on lottery outcomes. The specification of the utility function is the same parametric specification (2)

considered for EUT.4 To calculate decision weights under RDU one replaces expected utility defined

4 To ease notation we use the same parameter s because the context always make it clear if this refers
to an EUT model or a RDU model.
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by (3) with RDU

RDUi = 3j=1,J [ w(p(xj)) × U(xj) ] = 3j=1,J [ wj × U(xj) ] (4)

where

wj = ω(pj + ... + pJ) - ω(pj+1 + ... + pJ) (5a)

for j=1,... , J-1, and

wj = ω(pj) (5b)

for j=J, with the subscript j ranking outcomes from worst to best, and ω(@) is some probability

weighting function.

We consider three popular probability weighting functions. The first is the simple “power”

probability weighting function proposed by Quiggin [1982], with curvature parameter γ:

ω(p) = pγ (6)

So γ…1 is consistent with a deviation from the conventional EUT representation. Convexity of the

probability weighting function is said to reflect “pessimism” and generates, if one assumes for

simplicity a linear utility function, a risk premium since ω(p) < p  œp and hence the “RDU EV”

weighted by ω(p) instead of p has to be less than the EV weighted by p.

The second probability weighting function is the “inverse-S” function popularized by Tversky

and Kahneman [1992]:

ω(p) = pγ / ( pγ + (1-p)γ )1/γ (7)

This function exhibits inverse-S probability weighting (optimism for small p, and pessimism for large p)

for γ<1, and S-shaped probability weighting (pessimism for small p, and optimism for large p) for γ>1.

The third probability weighting function is a general functional form proposed by Prelec [1998]

that exhibits considerable flexibility. This function is

ω(p) = exp{-η(-ln p)φ}, (8)
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and is defined for 0<p#1, η>0 and φ>0.5 When φ=1 this function collapses to the Power function ω(p)

= pη.

B. Recovering Beliefs

We generalize Lemma 1 to include individuals that distort probabilities:

Lemma 2: Let pk represent the underlying subjective probability of an individual for outcome k
and let rk represent the reported probability for outcome k in a given scoring rule. Let θ(k) = α + β2r k -
β ' i=1ÿK (r i)

2 be the scoring rule that determines earnings θ if state k occurs. Assume that the individual
uses some probability weighting function ω(@), leading to decision weights w(@) defined in the standard
decumulative fashion of (5a) and (5b). Assume that the individual behaves consistently with RDU,
applied to subjective probabilities. If the individual has a utility function u(@) that is continuous, twice
differentiable, increasing and concave and maximizes rank-dependent utility over weighted subjective
probabilities, the actual and reported probabilities must obey the following system of equations:

w(pk) × Mu/Mθ *θ = θ(k) !3  j=1, K { w(p j) × r k × Mu/Mθ *θ = θ(  j ) }  =  0, œ k = 1,..., K (9)

Proof. Suppose a subjective discrete probability distribution {p1, p2 ,..., pk ,..., pK} over K states of
nature and utility function u(θ) over random wealth. If the subject is given a scoring rule determined by
θ(k) = α + β2rk - β ' i=1ÿK (r i )

2, then the optimal report r  = {r1, r2,..., rk ,..., r K} solves the following
problem:

Max{ r }  E w(p) [ u(θ) ] subject to  ' i=1ÿK (r i ) = 1 (10)
where E w(p) [ u(θ) ] = 'j=1ÿK w(pj) × u[ α + β2r j - β ' i=1ÿK (r i)

2 ]. In some experimental configurations
there may be K additional constraints: r i $ 0 for i = 1,ÿ, K. These constraints are not included in (10)
because they are automatically satisfied by the solution (9) for both risk-averse and risk-loving
individuals.

Problem (10) can be solved by maximizing the Lagrangian
‹ = ' j=1ÿK w(pj) × u[ α + β2r j - β ' i=1ÿK (r i)

2 ] ! λ [ ' i=1ÿK (r i ) - 1] (11)
The solution to the problem must satisfy K+1 conditions. The K first order conditions with respect to
report rk, œ k = 1,ÿ, K, are6

M‹/Mr k = ' j=1ÿK ( w(pj) × Mu(θ( j ))/Mr k  ) ! λ = 0, œ k = 1,ÿ, K (12)
where Mu(θ( j ))/Mr k = Mu/Mθ *θ=θ(j) × (2βδ jk ! 2β × r k) and δ jk is equal to 1 if j = k and equal to zero if j
…k. The (K+1)-th condition is the first order derivative of (11) with respect to the Lagrangian constant:

' i=1ÿK (r i ) ! 1 = 0. (13)

5 Many apply the Prelec [1998; Proposition 1, part (B)] function with constraint 0 < φ < 1, which
requires that the probability weighting function exhibit subproportionality. Contrary to received wisdom,
many individuals exhibit estimated probability weighting functions that violate subproportionality, so we use
the more general specification from Prelec [1998; Proposition 1, part (C)], only requiring φ > 0, and let the
evidence for an individual determine if the estimates φ lies in the unit interval.

6 The differentiation here is done with respect to reported values. If the reports for a set of bins are
precisely equal, the wealth outcomes are equal. In this case the bins are combined and the derived probability
is distributed equally among all members of the set.
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We can simplify the K equations in (12) as:
2βw(pk) × ( Mu/Mθ *θ=θ(k) ) ! 2βrk ' j=1ÿK w(pj) × ( Mu/Mθ *θ=θ(j) ) ! λ = 0, œ k = 1,ÿ, K. 

or w(pk) × ( Mu/Mθ *θ=θ(k) ) ! rk E w(p) [ Mu/Mθ ] = λ/2β, œ k = 1,ÿ, K. (12N)
Summing over the K first-order conditions we get 

E w(p) [ Mu/Mθ *θ=θ(k) ] ! ' k=1ÿK r k E w(p) [ Mu/Mθ ] = K λ/2β . (14)
Notice that ' k=1ÿK r k E w(p) [ Mu/Mθ ] = E w(p) [ Mu/Mθ ] because the expectation term is a constant and
because of (13). Then (14) implies that K λ/2β = 0, which can only be satisfied if λ = 0 since K>0 and
β>0. This result and (12N) implies that the solution to problem (10) must satisfy the following K
conditions:

w(pk) × Mu/Mθ *θ=θ(k) !r k × E w(p) [Mu/Mθ] = 0, œ k = 1,ÿ, K. 

The application of (9) is straightforward. If the reports rk are given from observation of

experimental data, the partial derivatives are fixed and independent of the decision weights w(pk), so this

is a linear system of equations in the unknown decision weights.7 Although it turns out the equations

are linearly dependent, we can replace any one of them with 3 k=1, K  w(pk)  = 1 to remove the

redundancy and obtain a unique solution.

A numerical example illustrates the basic ideas. Assume K=10 bins. An individual reports 30,

45 and 25, out of 100 tokens, in bins 3, 4 and 5, leaving 0 tokens in the other 7 bins. Thus we have r 1 =

0.00, r 2 = 0.00, r 3 = 0.30,  r 4 = 0.45,  r 5 = 0.25,  r 6 = 0.00, r 7 = 0.00, r 8 = 0.00,  r 9 = 0.00 and r 10 =

0.00. Assume the QSR given by (0) with α = β = 25, consistent with the experiments reported later. Let

the CRRA utility function be given by (2) with s = 0.77, consistent with evidence from a wide array of

experiments, so that Mu/Mθ = θ - s.8 For RDU individuals further assume the inverse-S probability

weighting function (7) with γ = 0.5 and numerically invert (7).9 

7 While these equations can be solved using standard linear algebra techniques, it can be shown that
the exact solution is w(pk) = r k  [Mθ/Mu *θ=θ(k)] / ' j =1ÿK  r j   [Mθ/Mu *θ=θ(j)]. In the CRRA case we are considering
here, this becomes w(pk) = r k  θ(k) -s / ' j =1ÿK  r j  θ(j) -s.

8 For the CARA utility function U(θ) = exp(-k θ) the partial is k exp(-θk), and for the Expo-Power
utility function U(θ) = [1-exp(-α θ1-s)]/α the partial is exp{-θ(1-s)α} (1-s) θ - s.

9 Since (7) is not monotonic for γ < 0.278, as noted by Rieger and Wang [2006; §1.2], we assume
values of γ for which it is monotonic, and the inverse function is uniquely defined. This is a reasonable a priori
restriction given the available empirical evidence for values of γ. For the power probability weighting function
(6) the inverse function is p(1/γ), and for the Prelec probability weighting function (8) the inverse function is
exp{-[(ln p)/(-η)]1/φ }.
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The derivative of the utility function is only relevant for the three bins with positive reports,

since the decision weights will be 0 for the other bins with zero reports. The 3 equations in 3 unknowns

are then

       0.049591  × w(p 3)  -  0.018       × w(p 4) -   0.02267 × w(p 5)  =  0 (15a)
      -0.03188   × w(p 3)  + 0.032997 × w(p 4)  -   0.034    × w(p 5)  =  0 (15b)
                          w(p 3)  +                    w(p 4) +                  w(p 5)   =  1 (15c)

The numerical values in these 3 equations are direct applications of (9). Taking (15a) as an example, we

have

   0.049591 = 0.7 × 0.07084443      = (1-r 3) × [25 + (50 × 0.30) - (25 × (0.302 + 0.452 + 0.252))] -0.77

  -0.018      = -0.3 × 0.059994478   = (-r 3)   × [25 + (50 × 0.45) - (25 × (0.302 + 0.452 + 0.252))] -0.77

  -0.02267  = -0.3 × 0.075562439   = (-r 3)   × [25 + (50 × 0.25) - (25 × (0.302 + 0.452 + 0.252))] -0.77.

We solve (15a), (15b) and (15c) for decision weights w(p 3) = (0.3/0.07084443)/15.04384315 =

0.281486, w(p 4) = (0.45/0.059994478)/15.04384315 = 0.498589 and w(p 5) (0.25/0.075562439)/

15.04384315 = 0.219925. If the individual were an EUT maximizer, we would be finished and these

weights would be the individual’s implied subjective probabilities. As expected from the results of

Harrison, Martínez-Correa, Swarthout and Ulm [2017], and the assumed value of s, the differences

between these weights and the observed reports are small. The reported mean is 34.5 if the bins

intervals are 0 to 10, 11 to 20, ÿ, 91 to 100, and the subjective mean is 34.38439.

The next step is to extract the probabilities from the decision weights if the individual was

known to be an RDU maximizer. We first sort the outcomes from lowest payoff to highest payoff. For

a given individual and elicitation, this is the same as sorting from lowest to highest report in terms of

tokens, or sorting from lowest to highest decision weight. We sort to w(p 5) = 0.219925,   w(p 3) =

0.281486 and w(p 4) = 0.498589. We then apply a decumulative process to extract the cumulative

distribution function for the probabilities. For example, p 4 produces the largest decision weight, since

bin 4 was allocated the most tokens, and the relevant probability of being in bin 4 is then ω -1 (0.498589)

= 0.802313. The probability of being in bin 3 is then ω -1 (0.281486 + 0.498589) - ω -1 (0.498589) =
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0.179121, since bin 3 was allocated the second-highest number of tokens, and the residual probability

of being in bin 5 is then ω -1 (0.219925 + 0.281486 + 0.498589) - ω -1 (0.281486 + 0.498589) = 0.018566.

These probabilities must finally be “de-sorted” to connect with the appropriate bin, so p 3 = 0.179121, 

p 4 = 0.802313 and p 5 = 0.018566. These are significant, first order differences, relative to the

second-order effect of risk-aversion. The subjective mean in this case is 33.39445, noticeably different

from the reported mean of 34.5.10

C. Generalization

Proposition 1: Lemma 1 generalizes to include all proper scoring rules. Hence all of the results
that flow from Lemma 1 also generalize.

To prove Proposition 1 we must first prove Theorem 1, below, which is interesting in its own

right. Lemmas 1 and 2 then follow for all proper scoring rules. We follow Armantier and Treich [2013]

who proved the result for 2 elicitation bins. We prove an analogous theorem for an arbitrary number of

bins.

Define a scoring rule S where S1(r1,..., rn), S2(r1,..., rn),..., and Sn(r1,..., rn) represent the payoffs for

each of the possible states of nature 1,..., n. Sk is the payoff if state k is realized after reports r1,..., rn,

where rn = 1 - ' i=1ÿn-1 r I. Let 

f (p1,..., pn; r1,..., rn) =  ' i=1ÿn piSi(r1,..., rn). 

A scoring rule is “proper” if the maximizing arguments are ri = pi for all i.  Hence a risk-neutral decision

maker will report truthfully, bypassing the need for a solution to the “recovery” problem solved by

Lemma 2.

Theorem 1: A scoring rule is proper if and only if there exists a function g (q1,..., qn-1) with
conditions on the second derivatives guaranteeing uniqueness and maximization such that 

10 It is possible in some cases for the probabilities and weights derived in this fashion to violate first
order stochastic dominance. The violations are in most cases small in terms of certainty equivalent, and
subjects with extreme, a priori unreasonable preferences have been removed from the analysis.
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Sn (q1,..., qn-1) = g - ' j=1ÿn-1 qj Mg/Mqj 
and Sj (q1,..., qn-1) = Sn (q1,..., qn-1) + Mg/Mqj for j 0[1,n-1].
Notice that qn is not an argument in the functions anymore because the latter is defined by q1,..., qn-1.

Proof: Necessity (only if).
Let  g (q1,..., qn-1) = max{r*}  f (q1,..., qn-1; r1,..., rn-1) where r*  = {r1

*, r2
*,..., rn-1

*} is the vector of
reports that maximizes the function f. By the envelope theorem, we see that
 Mg/Mqj  =  Mf (q1,..., qn-1; r1,..., rn-1)/Mqj|ri = qi œ i 

  = Sj (q1,..., qn-1) - Sn (q1,..., qn-1).
Notice that Sn (q1,..., qn-1) comes from a (1- ' i=1ÿn-1 ri) Sn (r1,..., rn-1) term. Therefore

Sj (q1,..., qn-1) = Sn (q1,..., qn-1) +  Mg/Mqj.
Substituting these into the formula for g, we get 

g (q1,..., qn-1)  = max{r*}  f (q1,..., qn-1; r1,..., rn-1) = f (q1,..., qn-1; q1,..., qn-1),  
since S is a proper scoring rule. Therefore, 

g (q1,..., qn-1) = ' j=1ÿn-1 qj [Sn (q1,..., qn-1) + Mg/Mqj ] + (1- ' j=1ÿn-1 qj ) Sn (q1,..., qn-1)
      = Sn (q1,..., qn-1) +  ' j=1ÿn-1 qj Mg/Mqj. 

Rearranging terms we get
Sn (q1,..., qn-1) = g(q1,..., qn-1)-  ' j=1ÿn-1 qj Mg/Mqj. 

Proof: Sufficiency (if).
f (q1,..., qn-1; r1,..., rn-1) =  ' i=1ÿn-1 qi Si (r1,..., rn-1) + (1 - ' i=1ÿn-1 qi) Sn (r1,..., rn-1)

        = ' i=1ÿn-1 qi [g - ' j=1ÿn-1 rj  Mg/Mrj +Mg/Mri] 
            + (1 - ' i=1ÿn-1 qi) (g - ' j=1ÿn-1 rj  Mg/Mrj)

We maximize f by setting the n-1 first order conditions to zero:
Mf/Mrk = ' i=1ÿn-1 qi [Mg/Mrk - ' j=1ÿn-1 rj  M

2g/Mrj Mrk - Mg/Mrk + M2g/Mri Mrk]
 + (1 - ' i=1ÿn-1 qi) (Mg/Mrk - ' j=1ÿn-1 rj  M

2g/Mrj Mrk - Mg/Mrk) = 0.
This gives us

- ' i=1ÿn-1 qi  ' j=1ÿn-1 rj M
2g/Mrj Mrk + ' i=1ÿn-1 qi M

2g/Mri Mrk - ' j=1ÿn-1 rj M
2g/Mrj Mrk

+ ' i=1ÿn-1 qi  ' j=1ÿn-1 rj M
2g/Mrj Mrk = 0.

Cancelling terms, we obtain
' i=1ÿn-1 qi M

2g/Mri Mrk - ' j=1ÿn-1 rj M
2g/Mrj Mrk = 0.

Changing the index from j to i in the second summation of the first order condition above we have
' i=1ÿn-1 (qi - ri) M

2g/Mri Mrk = 0. (16)
This system consists of  n-1 equations (indexed by k) in the n-1 unknowns (qi - ri) indexed by i . One
solution is clearly qi - ri = 0 (or qi = ri) for all i. Thus, the scoring rule S is proper.

There must be conditions on the second derivatives of g such that this solution is unique and
maximizes, rather than minimizes, f. 

Now we can prove Lemma 1 for general proper scoring rules.

Proof: Suppose an individual is now trying to maximize utility V(p1,..., pn-1; r1,..., rn-1) rather than
money f(p1,..., pn-1; r1,..., rn-1). Suppose a utility function of wealth u(W) and probability weights w(p). We
have

V(p1,..., pn-1; r1,..., rn-1) = ' j=1ÿn-1 w(pj ) u(Sj (p1,..., pn-1)) + w(pn ) u(Sn (p1,..., pn-1)), 
where ' j=1ÿn pj  = 1. We solve the following n-1 first-order conditions to maximize:

MV/Mrk =  ' j=1ÿn-1 w(pj ) Mu/MW|sj  MSj /Mrk + w(pn ) Mu/MW|sn  MSn /Mrk.
Now, since Sj = Sn + Mg/Mrj, we see
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MSj/Mrk = MSn/Mrk + M2g/MrjMrk

and MV/Mrk = ' j=1ÿn w(pj ) Mu/MW|sj  MSn/Mrk + ' j=1ÿn-1 w(pj ) Mu/MW|sj  M
2g /Mrj Mrk = 0

= MSn/Mrk ' j=1ÿn w(pj ) Mu/MW|sj   + ' j=1ÿn-1 w(pj ) Mu/MW|sj M
2g /Mrj Mrk = 0

= MSn/Mrk Ew(p) [Mu/MW] + ' j=1ÿn-1 w(pj ) Mu/MW|sj M2g /Mrj Mrk = 0
where Ew(p) [ . ] denotes the expectations operator under probability measure w(p) = {w(p1), ... , w(pn )}. 
Now, since Sn = g -  ' j=1ÿn-1 rj Mg/Mrj, we get

MSn/Mrk = Mg/Mrk - ' j=1ÿn-1 rj M
2g /Mrj Mrk - Mg/Mrk = - ' j=1ÿn-1 rj M

2g /Mrj Mrk, 
so MV/Mrk = - ' j=1ÿn-1 rj M

2g /Mrj Mrk Ew(p) [Mu/MW] + ' j=1ÿn-1 w(pj ) Mu/MW|sj M2g /Mrj Mrk = 0.
Therefore, we obtain

' j=1ÿn-1 [ w(pj ) Mu/MW|sj  - rj Ew(p) [Mu/MW]] M2g /Mrj Mrk = 0. (17)
Equation (17) looks just like equation (16) except the n-1 unknowns are 

w(pj ) Mu/MW|sj  -  rj Ew(p) [Mu/MW]. 
As before, 

w(pj ) Mu/MW|sj  -  rj Ew(p) [Mu/MW] = 0 œ j. 
This is unique and maximizing from the convexity conditions on g. 

Since Lemma 2 follows from Lemma 1, Proposition 1, that “All results that flow from Lemma 1 also

generalize,” has been proved.11

2. An Illustrative Application

To illustrate our theoretical results in action, we examine its application to an incentivized

experiment examining beliefs about a basic informational input to retirement planning: expected

remaining lifetime, conditional on reaching the age of 20. Smith, Taylor and Sloan [2001; p. 1126]

call this “the most important subjective risk assessment a person can make,” although they were

referring to own-mortality. The essentials of the experimental design follows Harrison, Martínez-

Correa, Swarthout and Ulm [2017], and the econometric methods for estimation at the individual

level follow Harrison and Ng [2016].12

The belief question we use for illustration is an important question for retirement planning,

concerning the longevity risk of men:

11 This also means that Propositions 1 through 7 of Harrison, Martínez-Correa, Swarthout and Ulm
[2017], that characterize the beliefs recovered for an SEU decision-maker, also generalize. 

12 Details of the experimental design are in Online Appendices A and B, and the econometric
specification leading to estimates of risk preferences for each subject is in Online Appendix C. 
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Based on 2006 statistics, if a man lived to be 20 in the United States, how many more
years would he expect to live? Note that this is not the age he would die at, but how
many more years he would expect to live.

Responses were elicited in decades from 0 to 9 years, 10 to 19 years, ... , 90 to 100 years.

The correct answer is 56.1 years.13 The question does not condition on the health, income, or

any other relevant characteristics of the individual that would affect expected mortality. One could

easily extend these questions to elicit more precise beliefs about someone more closely like the

subject.

The most widely used evidence on subjective beliefs about longevity come from the Health

and Retirement Survey, which has asked a simple question since 1992: “With 0 representing absolutely

no chance, and 100 absolute certainty, what is the chance that you will live to be 75 years of age or

older?” for respondents under the age of 65. A comparable question asks the chance that they would

live to be 85, and for respondents over 65 a variant asked the chances of them living 11-15 years

more. In the 2006 wave of the Health and Retirement Survey a sub-sample was asked questions that

elicited their beliefs about the population life tables: “Out of a group of [men/women] your age,

how many do you think will survive to the age of X?” The value of X was 75 for those under 65

themself, and 11-15 years older for those over 65. These questions are closer to those we asked,

although we only conditioned on the single age 20. Of course, these questions were not incentivized,

and did not elicit information on the confidence of the subjective belief.14

13 These data come from Table A of the United States Life Tables for 2006, reported in the National
Vital Statistics Reports (v.58, #21, June 28, 2010) of the Centers for Disease Control & Prevention (CDC) of
the U.S. Department of Health & Human Services.

14 Smith, Taylor and Sloan [2001] show that responses to this question are reasonably good predictors
of future, actual mortality, even if they do not perfectly reflect new health information when updated. Perozek
[2008] makes an even stronger case for the predictive value of these subjective belief questions, arguing that
responses to these questions actually outperform population life tables. In contrast, Elder [2013] stresses that
only with the 2006 wave can one evaluate the actual predictions, as early respondents reach the target ages of
75 or 85. And in that respect he presents a sharply contrary view, arguing that the evidence supports a
“flatness bias,” a “tendency for individuals to understate the likelihood of living to relatively young ages while
overstating the likelihood of living to ages beyond 80.” He attributes this bias to a failure to recognize that
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Any measuring instrument can be compared against another measuring instrument.

Examples include weight scales, political opinion polls, or medical judgements about diagnoses. In

our case we are interested in the reported and recovered subjective beliefs about some fact and seek to

measure their consistency. In the biostatistics literature a popular concordance index Dc has been

developed by Lin [1989]. This index combines the familiar notion of correlation from a Pearson

inter-class correlation coefficient with allowance for bias, and is virtually identical to measures of

intra-class correlation used in psychology and sociology (Krippendorff [1970], Müller and Büttner

[1994], Nickerson [1997]). The index is bounded in [-1, 1], with the usual interpretation that Dc = 1

indicates perfect concordance, and smaller values indicate poorer concordance. We apply the

concordance index at the level of the individual’s reported and recovered subjective beliefs for a

specific fact. Thus we can make a statement about the agreement or disagreement for each subject.15

Figure 3 illustrates a central theme that goes back to Savage [1971][1972]: one cannot recover

subjective beliefs without making some assumptions about the underlying model of risk preferences.

Those assumptions might take the form of designing an elicitation procedure that is assumed to

“risk neutralize” the individual (e.g., Köszegi and Rabin [2008] and Karni [2009]), applying a payoff

procedure that is assumed to “risk neutralize” the individual (e.g., Harrison, Martínez-Correa,

Swarthout and Ulm [2015]), or just assuming, contrary to the evidence, that individuals are risk

neutral. In Figure 3 we take one individual and one set of reported beliefs, and recover four distinct

sets of subjective belief distributions for each of four distinct models of risk preferences.

In this case there are positive reports for 4 bins, and none of the models of risk preferences

mortality risk increases with age.
15 There is a large literature on the significance of disagreement across elicited point forecasts of

different individuals as a measure of uncertainty in the forecast. These are different things, forced together
solely because elicited distributions have not been available, as explained well by Zarnowitz and Lambros [1987]
and Engelberg, Manski and Williams [2009]. And this is quite apart from the within-subject nature of our
evaluations of disagreement.
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assigns any subjective belief to the bins that have zero reports. This is an unsurprising matter of

theory. The first bar of each bin in Figure 3 shows the observed report. The second bar of each bin

shows the recovered belief assuming that this individual behaved as if an EUT decision-maker, and

further had a CRRA coefficient of 0.706. Again, as expected from the theoretical results of Harrison,

Martínez-Correa, Swarthout and Ulm [2017], we do not see a significant difference between the

beliefs recovered under EUT from the reported beliefs.

The third, fourth and fifth bars of each bin show the dramatic effect of assuming different

RDU models, where the difference derives solely from different assumptions about the probability

weighting function. The largest effect is if we assume the individual is an RDU decision maker with a

power probability weighting function: the recovered belief for the fifth (sixth) bin is much lower

(higher) than the reported belief. 

As it happens, this individual is best characterized by the RDU model that assumes the

flexible Prelec probability weighting function shown in Figure 4. This happens to be an inverse-S

probability weighting function, with a pattern of overweighting low probabilities and underweighting

high probabilities that many regard as standard (we disagree with that conventional wisdom, that

inverse-S weighting is ubiquitous, but that is of no importance here). The effect of this probability

weighting pattern is to overweight the smaller payoff when only two bins have positive reports, and

to overweight extreme payoffs when there are more than two bins with positive reports. The right

panel of Figure 4 shows the implied decision weights, using equiprobable reference lotteries with 2, 3

or 4 prizes to illustrate the pure effect of probability weighting.16 The “prizes” in our case are payoffs

for each bin that received a positive report, so there could be up to 10 prizes in the implied

subjective belief elicitation lottery.

16 In other words, the two-prize reference lottery has true probabilities of ½ and ½, the three-prize
reference lottery has true probabilities of a, a and a, and the four-prize reference lottery has true
probabilities of ¼, ¼, ¼ and ¼.
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Hence the bottom line for this subject and his recovered subjective beliefs about this fact is

to compare the reported belief to the final bar within each bin. We infer that he actually attaches

roughly the same subjective belief to bin 5 as the observed report, we infer a much higher subjective

belief for bin 6 compared to the observed report, and we infer virtually no subjective belief for bins

7 and 8 compared to the observed report. Without doing the arithmetic, it is apparent that the

average recovered belief here would have to be lower than the average reported belief.17

Because of the heterogeneity of risk preferences across individuals, it is perhaps no surprise

that the average effect of correcting for RDU risk preferences might “wash out” in the sense that the

reported and recovered beliefs for all subjects look similar. If the fraction of EUT subjects in the

sample is sufficiently high, we expect this approximate agreement between reported and recovered

beliefs as a theoretical matter, and indeed for each EUT individual as well as for the sample as a

whole. This is why we use a 10% significance level in our exposition, to generate a relatively small

fraction of individuals classified as EUT.

Figure 5 illustrates this phenomenon, looking at the same belief question. The top left panel

shows reported and recovered beliefs for all 65 subjects for whom a risk preference model is

estimated. In each case we use the preferred risk preference model for the individual, so for some

individuals this is EUT, and for others it is one of the RDU models. In the pooled case the reported

and recovered distributions look close, even though a minority of subjects are classified as EUT-

17 The examples in Figure 3 illustrate the effect of beliefs being conditional on different models of
risk preferences, but entail one simplification: we assume that there are no standard errors on the estimates of
the model of risk preferences. However, the EUT parameter D has an estimated standard error of 0.14, and a
95% confidence interval between 0.42 and 0.98. The obvious solution here is to bootstrap the calculation of
recovered subjective beliefs, and the software we have developed to implement these calculations in
Mathematica does that. When the risk preferences model has more than one parameter, which is the case for
the RDU models, we use the estimated covariance matrix for this bootstrapping exercise. The classification of
this individual as an RDU decision maker with a Prelec probability weighting function does properly take into
account the statistical nature of these estimates, since it is based on a p-value of 0.0014 from a test of the null
hypothesis that ω(p) = p.
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consistent.

However, the most important part of Figure 5 is the display of reported and recovered

beliefs for each of 8 individuals. In each case we show the preferred type of risk preferences (EUT

or RDU) and the implied concordance correlation Dc between reported and recovered beliefs.

Subject #3 is an EUT subject, so theory and our numerics show that recovered beliefs and reported

beliefs are very close, resulting in a concordance correlation Dc of 0.99. However, subject #5, an

RDU subject has a concordance correlation of 0.88, and subject #6 has a concordance correlation of

only 0.15. It is perfectly possible for an RDU subject to have a concordance correlation of 1, as

subject #4 illustrates: this would occur if all tokens are in one bin, or those bins that have tokens

allocated to them have the same number of tokens allocated.18 In effect, the disparity between

reports and recovered beliefs depends on the dispersion of reports, whether the individual is

characterized as an EUT or RDU decision maker, and finally the degree of probability weighting

conditional on being an RDU decision maker.

Figure 6 shows the distribution of concordance correlations across all subjects for the

question illustrated in Figure 5. The summary statistics of this distribution are also shown. It is

apparent that the average is less than 1, although the negative skew is pronounced. Since the

reported and recovered beliefs must perfectly agree for the bins with zero reports, and individuals

generally only report positive beliefs for a subset of the 10 bins, there is bound to be some

concordance between reported and recovered beliefs, even under RDU risk preferences. Finally,

Figure 7 decomposes the aggregate results of Figure 6 in a striking manner. The bottom panel of

Figure 7, again, just reflects what theory tells us from Harrison, Martínez-Correa, Swarthout and

Ulm [2017], albeit in exact numeric form. The top panel of Figure 7 is the value added here, where

18 In this case, as inspection of the 3rd and 5th bin of Figure 1 illustrates, the bin receives the same
payoff and hence, under RDU, the same rank.
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we have recovered the true, latent beliefs from RDU individuals, and where the recovered beliefs are

distinctly not the same as the reported beliefs.

3. Conclusions

We demonstrate how to recover latent subjective beliefs if an individual is known to distort

probabilities into decision weights using Rank Dependent Utility theory. Our specific results were

for the popular Quadratic Scoring Rule, but are proven to generalize to the class of proper scoring

rules. We show that the effect on recovered beliefs from probability distortions is significant, with

large changes in the location and shape of subjective belief distributions. These effects stand in stark

contrast to the minimal effects of risk preferences under Subjective Expected Utility Theory. Our

results allow the recovery of subjective belief distributions for a much wider class of risk preferences,

enhancing the practicality of inferring subjective belief distributions.
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Figure 1: Belief Elicitation Interface

Figure 2: Possible Belief Elicitation Response
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Appendix A: Instructions (Online Working Paper)

The instructions below for risk preferences assumes 50 lottery choices. The appropriate text was
changed for the slight variations in which we had 57 or 60 lottery choices.

A.1. Risk Preferences

Choices Over Risky Prospects

This is a task where you will choose between prospects with varying prizes and chances of
winning each prize. You will be presented with a series of pairs of prospects where you will choose one
of them. There are 50 pairs in the series. For each pair of prospects, you should choose the prospect you
prefer. You will actually get the chance to play one of these prospects, and you will be paid according to
the outcome of that prospect, so you should think carefully about which prospect you prefer.

Here is an example of what the computer display of a pair of prospects will look like.

The outcome of the prospects will be determined by the draw of a random number between 1
and 100. Each number between, and including, 1 and 100 is equally likely to occur. In fact, you will be
able to draw the number yourself using two 10-sided dice.

In the above example the left prospect pays five dollars ($5) if the number drawn is between 1
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and 40, and pays fifteen dollars ($15) if the number is between 41 and 100. The blue color in the pie
chart corresponds to 40% of the area and illustrates the chances that the number drawn will be between
1 and 40 and your prize will be $5. The orange area in the pie chart corresponds to 60% of the area and
illustrates the chances that the number drawn will be between 41 and 100 and your prize will be $15.
When you select the lottery to be played out the computer will confirm what die rolls correspond to the
different prizes.

Now look at the pie chart on the right. It pays five dollars ($5) if the number drawn is between 1
and 50, ten dollars ($10) if the number is between 51 and 90, and fifteen dollars ($15) if the number is
between 91 and 100. As with the prospect on the left, the pie slices represent the percentage of the
possible numbers which yield each payoff. For example, the size of the $15 pie slice is 10% of the total
pie, and is thus 10 numbers out of 100.

Each pair of prospects is shown on a separate screen on the computer. On each screen, you
should indicate which prospect you prefer by clicking on one of the buttons beneath the prospects. 

After you have worked through all of the pairs of prospects, raise your hand and an
experimenter will come over as soon as they are available. You will then roll two 10-sided dice to
determine which pair of prospects will be played out. You roll the die until a number between 1 and 50
comes up. Since there is a chance that any of your 50 choices could be played out for real earnings, you
should approach each pair of prospects as if it is the one that you will play out. Finally, you will again
roll the two ten-sided dice to determine the outcome of the prospect you chose.

For instance, suppose you picked the prospect on the left in the above example and it was the
pair chosen to be played. If the random number from your rolls of the dice was 37, you would win $5; if
it was 93, you would win $15. If you picked the prospect on the right and drew the number 37, you
would win $5; if it was 93, you would win $15.

Therefore, your payoff is determined by three things:

1. which prospect you selected, the left or the right, for each of these 50 pairs;
2. which prospect pair is chosen to be played out in the series of 50 pairs using the two

10-sided dice; and
3. the outcome of that prospect when you roll the two 10-sided dice again.

Which prospects you prefer is a matter of personal choice. The people next to you may be
presented with different prospects, and may have different preferences, so their responses should not
matter to you or influence your decisions. Please work silently, and make your choices by thinking
carefully about each prospect.

All payoffs are in cash, and are in addition to the show-up fee that you receive just for being
here, as well as any other earnings in other tasks from the session today.
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A.2. Subjective Beliefs

Your Beliefs

This is a task where you will be paid according to how accurate your beliefs are about certain
things. You will be presented with 15 questions and asked to place some bets on your beliefs about the
answers to each question. You will actually get the chance to be rewarded for your answers to one of the
questions, so you should think carefully about your answer to each question.

Here is an example of what the computer display of such a question might look like.

The display on your computer will be larger and easier to read. You have 10 sliders to adjust,
shown at the bottom of the screen, and you have 100 tokens to allocate. Each slider allows you to
allocate tokens to reflect your belief about the answer to this question. You must allocate all 100 tokens,
and in this example we start with 10 tokens allocated to each slider. As you allocate tokens, by adjusting
sliders, the payoffs displayed on the screen will change. Your earnings are based on the payoffs that are
displayed after you have allocated all 100 tokens.
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You can earn up to $50 in this task.

Where you position each slider depends on your beliefs about the correct answer to the
question. In the above example the tokens you allocate to each bar will naturally reflect your beliefs
about the official unemployment rate for everyone 16 and over in February 2013. The first bar
corresponds to your belief that the unemployment rate is between 0% and 1.9%. The second bar
corresponds to your belief that the unemployment rate is between 2% and 3.9%, and so on. Each bar
shows the amount of money you earn if the official unemployment rate is in the interval shown under
the bar.

To illustrate how you use these sliders, suppose you think there is a fair chance the
unemployment rate is just under 5%. Then you might allocate the 100 tokens in the following way: 50
tokens to the interval 4% to 5.9%, 40 tokens to the interval 2% to 3.9%, and 10 tokens to the interval
0% to 1.9%. So you can see in the picture below that if indeed the unemployment rate is between 4%
and 5.9% you would earn $39.50. You would earn less than $39.50 for any other outcome. You would
earn $34.50 if the unemployment rate is between 2% and 3.9%, $19.50 if it is between 0% and 1.9%,
and for any other unemployment rate you would earn $14.50. 

 You can adjust the allocation as much as you want to best reflect your personal beliefs about the
unemployment rate.
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Your earnings depend on your reported beliefs and, of course, the true answer. For instance,
suppose you allocated your tokens as in the figure shown above. The true unemployment rate is actually
7.7%, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics. So if you had reported the beliefs shown above, you
would have earned $14.50.

Suppose you had put all of your eggs in one basket, and for example allocated 100 tokens to the
interval corresponding to unemployment rates between 4% and 5.9%. Then you would have faced the
earnings outcomes shown below.

 Note the “good news” and “bad news” here. If the unemployment rate is indeed between 4%
and 5.9%, you earn the maximum payoff, shown here as $50. But the true unemployment rate is 7.7%,
so you would have earned nothing in this task. 

It is up to you to balance the strength of your personal beliefs with the risk of them being
wrong. There are three important points for you to keep in mind when making your decisions:

    • Your belief about the correct answer to each question is a personal judgment that
depends on the information you have about the topic of the question.  

    • Depending on your choices and the correct answer you can earn up to $50.
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    • Your choices might also depend on your willingness to take risks or to gamble.  

The decisions you make are a matter of personal choice. Please work silently, and make your choices by
thinking carefully about the questions you are presented with.

When you are happy with your decisions, you should click on the Submit button and confirm
your choices. When everyone is finished we will roll a 30-sided die until a number between 1 and 15
comes up to determine which question will be played out. The experimenter will record your earnings
according to the correct answer and the choices you made.

All payoffs are in cash, and are in addition to the show-up fee that you receive just for being
here as well as any other earnings.

Are there any questions?
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A.3. Lottery Parameters

Each subject is asked to make 50 binary choices between lotteries with objective probabilities.
The battery of 50 lottery pairs are carefully selected for our purpose of identifying if the individual
subject behaves consistently with EUT or RDU, as explained in the main text. We employ lotteries from
two batteries designed to test RDU.

Wakker, Erev and Weber [1994] constructed lotteries to carefully test the “comonotonic
independence” axiom of RDU. Their battery of 32 lottery pairs contains 24 that directly test this axiom,
and 8 “filler” pairs added to avoid risk-neutral subjects employing a simple heuristic of selecting at
random (since the 24 of interest had similar expected values within each pair). The main lottery pairs
consist of 6 sets of 4 pairs. The logic of their design can be seen by examining the first set, from
Wakker, Erev and Weber [1994; Figure 3.1] and reproduced here:

The second and third prizes in each pair stay the same within the set. The only thing that varies from
pair to pair is the monetary value of the first prize, and that is common to the “safe” and “risky” lottery
within each pair.19 Since the first listed prize is a common consequence in both lotteries within a pair, it
should not affect choices under EUT. In the 1st pair the first prize is only $0.50, and is the lowest ranked
prize for both lotteries. The first prize increases to $3.50 for the 2nd pair, and is again the lowest ranked
prize for both lotteries: so rank-dependence should have no effect on choice patterns as the subject
moves from the 1st to the 2nd pair. But when we come to the 3rd pair the first prize is $6.50, which makes
it the second highest ranked prize for both lotteries; this is where RDU could have a different prediction
than EUT, depending on the extent and nature of probability weighting. Finally, in the 4th pair the
common consequence is the highest ranked prize for both lotteries, again allowing RDU to predict
something different from EUT (and from the choices in the 3rd pair). Note that this design does not
formally require an RDU decision-maker to choose differently than an EUT decision-maker; it simply
encourages it for a priori reasonable levels of probability weighting. We employ all 24 of their main
lottery pairs, and scale the prizes considerably so that the highest prize is $78.

The remaining 26 lottery pairs for each subject were drawn from 69 pairs developed by Wilcox

19 What is “safe” and what is “risky” is not so obvious when one allows for probability weighting, but
this is how the lotteries are labeled.
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[2010] for the purpose of robust estimation of EUT and RDU models.20 These lottery pairs span five
monetary prize amounts, $5, $10, $20, $35 and $70, and five probabilities, 0, ¼, ½, ¾ and 1. The prizes
are combined in ten “contexts,” defined as a particular triple of prizes.21 These lotteries also contain a
number of pairs in which the “EUT-safe” lottery has a higher  EV than the “EUT-risky” lottery: this is
designed deliberately to evaluate the extent of risk premia deriving from probability pessimism rather
than diminishing marginal utility. Wilcox [2010] documents a wide variety of probability weighting
functions from choices from the complete battery, based on estimates at the individual level.

The lottery parameters are documented below. The labels start at the 2nd outcome because of
internal coding requirements to list outcomes in the order of prizes, and to have the highest prize be the
4th outcome. This is immaterial for the analysis, but means that for these lotteries the 1st prize and 1st

probability default to 0, and need not be displayed. The “qid” label is the internal reference name for
each lottery. Each subject received the chosen lotteries in random order, to mitigate any possible order
effects.
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Wilcox, Nathaniel T., “‘Stochastically More Risk Averse:’ A Contextual Theory of Stochastic Discrete
Choice Under Risk,” Journal of Econometrics, 162(1), May 2011, 89-104.

20 The original battery includes repetition of some choices, to help identify the “error rate” and hence
the behavioral error parameter, defined later. In addition, the original battery was designed to be administered
in its entirety to every subject. We decided a priori that 50 choice tasks was the maximum that our subject pool
could focus on in any one session, given the need in some sessions for there to be later tasks. We also have
some evidence that 50 choices of this kind is sufficient to reliably estimate EUT and RDU models at the level
of the individual.

21 For example, the first context consists of lotteries defined over the prizes $5, $10 and $20, and the
tenth context consists of lotteries defined over the prizes $20, $35 and $70. The significance of the prize
context is explained by Wilcox [2010][2011].
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Lotteries from Wakker, Erev and Weber [1994]

  |    qid   prob2L   prob3L   prob4L   prize2L   prize3L   prize4L     evL   prob2R   prob3R   prob4R   prize2R   prize3R   prize4R     evR |
  |------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
  |  rWEW1      .55      .25       .2         3        36        42   19.05      .55      .25       .2         3        27        54    19.2 |
  |  rWEW2      .55      .25       .2        21        36        42   28.95      .55      .25       .2        21        27        54    29.1 |
  |  rWEW3      .25      .55       .2        36        39        42   38.85      .25      .55       .2        27        39        54      39 |
  |  rWEW4      .25       .2      .55        36        42        57   48.75      .25       .2      .55        27        54        57    48.9 |
  |  rWEW5      .65       .2      .15         3        21        33    11.1      .65       .2      .15         3        18        36   10.95 |
  |------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
  |  rWEW6       .2      .65      .15        21        15        33    18.9      .65       .2      .15        15        18        36   18.75 |
  |  rWEW7       .2      .15      .65        21        33        27    26.7       .2      .65      .15        18        27        36   26.55 |
  |  rWEW8       .2      .15      .65        21        33        39    34.5       .2      .15      .65        18        36        39   34.35 |
  |  rWEW9       .4       .4       .2         3        15        36    14.4       .4       .4       .2         3         9        45    13.8 |
  | rWEW10       .4       .4       .2        15        18        36    20.4       .4       .4       .2         9        18        45    19.8 |
  |------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
  | rWEW11       .4       .4       .2        15        33        36    26.4       .4       .4       .2         9        33        45    25.8 |
  | rWEW12       .4       .2       .4        15        36        48    32.4       .4       .2       .4         9        45        48    31.8 |
  | rWEW13       .7       .1       .2        15        33        63    26.4       .7       .1       .2        15        21        75    27.6 |
  | rWEW14       .1       .7       .2        33        36        63    41.1       .1       .7       .2        21        36        75    42.3 |
  | rWEW15       .1       .7       .2        33        57        63    55.8       .1       .7       .2        21        57        75      57 |
  |------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
  | rWEW16       .1       .2       .7        33        63        78    70.5       .1       .2       .7        21        75        78    71.7 |
  | rWEW17       .5       .5        0         0        12         0       6       .6       .4        0         0        18         0     7.2 |
  | rWEW18        1        0        0        12         0         0      12       .1       .5       .4         0        12        18    13.2 |
  | rWEW19       .5        0       .5        12         0        24      18       .1       .4       .5         0        18        24    19.2 |
  | rWEW20       .5        0       .5        12         0        36      24       .1       .4       .5         0        18        36    25.2 |
  |------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
  | rWEW21       .5       .5        0        12        24         0      18       .6       .4        0        12        30         0    19.2 |
  | rWEW22        1        0        0        24         0         0      24       .1       .5       .4        12        24        30    25.2 |
  | rWEW23       .5        0       .5        24         0        36      30       .1       .4       .5        12        30        36    31.2 |
  | rWEW24       .5        0       .5        24         0        48      36       .1       .4       .5        12        30        48    37.2 |
  +------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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Lotteries from Wilcox [2010]

  | qid   prob2L   prob3L   prob4L   prize2L   prize3L   prize4L     evL   prob2R   prob3R   prob4R   prize2R   prize3R   prize4R     evR |
  |---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
  |  r1        0        1        0         5        10        20      10      .25        0      .75         5        10        20   16.25 |
  |  r2      .25      .75        0         5        10        20    8.75       .5        0       .5         5        10        20    12.5 |
  |  r3        0        1        0         5        10        20      10       .5        0       .5         5        10        20    12.5 |
  |  r4       .5       .5        0         5        10        20     7.5      .75        0      .25         5        10        20    8.75 |
  |  r5        0        1        0         5        10        20      10      .25       .5      .25         5        10        20   11.25 |
  |---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
  |  r6      .25       .5      .25         5        10        20   11.25       .5        0       .5         5        10        20    12.5 |
  |  r7        0       .5       .5         5        10        20      15      .25        0      .75         5        10        20   16.25 |
  |  r8        0      .75      .25         5        10        20    12.5       .5        0       .5         5        10        20    12.5 |
  |  r9      .25      .75        0         5        10        20    8.75      .75        0      .25         5        10        20    8.75 |
  | r10        0        1        0         5        10        20      10      .75        0      .25         5        10        20    8.75 |
  |---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
  | r11        0        1        0         5        10        35      10       .5        0       .5         5        10        35      20 |
  | r12        0      .75      .25         5        10        35   16.25      .25        0      .75         5        10        35    27.5 |
  | r13      .25      .75        0         5        10        35    8.75      .75        0      .25         5        10        35    12.5 |
  | r14        0       .5       .5         5        10        35    22.5      .25        0      .75         5        10        35    27.5 |
  | r15        0      .75      .25         5        10        35   16.25       .5        0       .5         5        10        35      20 |
  |---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
  | r16        0        1        0         5        10        35      10      .75        0      .25         5        10        35    12.5 |
  | r17      .25      .75        0         5        10        70    8.75       .5        0       .5         5        10        70    37.5 |
  | r18        0        1        0         5        10        70      10       .5        0       .5         5        10        70    37.5 |
  | r19       .5       .5        0         5        10        70     7.5      .75        0      .25         5        10        70   21.25 |
  | r20        0        1        0         5        10        70      10      .75        0      .25         5        10        70   21.25 |
  |---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
  | r21        0        1        0         5        20        35      20      .25        0      .75         5        20        35    27.5 |
  | r22        0      .75      .25         5        20        35   23.75      .25        0      .75         5        20        35    27.5 |
  | r23        0       .5       .5         5        20        35    27.5      .25        0      .75         5        20        35    27.5 |
  | r24        0        1        0         5        20        35      20       .5        0       .5         5        20        35      20 |
  | r25       .5       .5        0         5        20        35    12.5      .75        0      .25         5        20        35    12.5 |
  |---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
  | r26        0      .75      .25         5        20        35   23.75       .5        0       .5         5        20        35      20 |
  | r27      .25      .75        0         5        20        35   16.25      .75        0      .25         5        20        35    12.5 |
  | r28      .25      .75        0         5        20        70   16.25       .5        0       .5         5        20        70    37.5 |
  | r29        0      .75      .25         5        20        70    32.5      .25        0      .75         5        20        70   53.75 |
  | r30       .5       .5        0         5        20        70    12.5      .75        0      .25         5        20        70   21.25 |
  |---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
  | r31      .25       .5      .25         5        20        70   28.75       .5        0       .5         5        20        70    37.5 |
  | r32      .25      .75        0         5        20        70   16.25      .75        0      .25         5        20        70   21.25 |
  | r33        0       .5       .5         5        20        70      45      .25        0      .75         5        20        70   53.75 |
  | r34        0        1        0         5        35        70      35      .25        0      .75         5        35        70   53.75 |
  | r35      .25      .75        0         5        35        70    27.5       .5        0       .5         5        35        70    37.5 |
  |---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
  | r36        0      .75      .25         5        35        70   43.75      .25        0      .75         5        35        70   53.75 |
  | r37       .5       .5        0         5        35        70      20      .75        0      .25         5        35        70   21.25 |
  | r38        0       .5       .5         5        35        70    52.5      .25        0      .75         5        35        70   53.75 |
  | r39        0      .75      .25         5        35        70   43.75       .5        0       .5         5        35        70    37.5 |
  | r40      .25      .75        0         5        35        70    27.5      .75        0      .25         5        35        70   21.25 |
  |---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
  | r41        0        1        0         5        35        70      35      .75        0      .25         5        35        70   21.25 |
  | r42        0        1        0        10        20        35      20      .25        0      .75        10        20        35   28.75 |
  | r43      .25      .75        0        10        20        35    17.5       .5        0       .5        10        20        35    22.5 |
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  | r44        0        1        0        10        20        35      20      .25      .25       .5        10        20        35      25 |
  | r45        0        1        0        10        20        35      20       .5        0       .5        10        20        35    22.5 |
  |---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
  | r46        0        1        0        10        20        35      20      .25       .5      .25        10        20        35   21.25 |
  | r47        0      .75      .25        10        20        35   23.75       .5        0       .5        10        20        35    22.5 |
  | r48        0        1        0        10        20        35      20       .5      .25      .25        10        20        35   18.75 |
  | r49      .25      .75        0        10        20        35    17.5      .75        0      .25        10        20        35   16.25 |
  | r50        0        1        0        10        20        35      20      .75        0      .25        10        20        35   16.25 |
  |---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
  | r51      .25      .75        0        10        20        70    17.5       .5        0       .5        10        20        70      40 |
  | r52       .5       .5        0        10        20        70      15      .75        0      .25        10        20        70      25 |
  | r53      .25      .75        0        10        20        70    17.5      .75        0      .25        10        20        70      25 |
  | r54        0        1        0        10        35        70      35      .25        0      .75        10        35        70      55 |
  | r55      .25      .75        0        10        35        70   28.75       .5        0       .5        10        35        70      40 |
  |---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
  | r56        0       .5       .5        10        35        70    52.5      .25        0      .75        10        35        70      55 |
  | r57        0      .75      .25        10        35        70   43.75       .5        0       .5        10        35        70      40 |
  | r58        0        1        0        20        35        70      35      .25        0      .75        20        35        70    57.5 |
  | r59      .25      .75        0        20        35        70   31.25       .5        0       .5        20        35        70      45 |
  | r60        0      .75      .25        20        35        70   43.75      .25        0      .75        20        35        70    57.5 |
  |---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
  | r61        0        1        0        20        35        70      35       .5        0       .5        20        35        70      45 |
  | r62       .5       .5        0        20        35        70    27.5      .75        0      .25        20        35        70    32.5 |
  | r63        0        1        0        20        35        70      35      .25       .5      .25        20        35        70      40 |
  | r64      .25       .5      .25        20        35        70      40       .5        0       .5        20        35        70      45 |
  | r65        0       .5       .5        20        35        70    52.5      .25        0      .75        20        35        70    57.5 |
  |---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
  | r66        0        1        0        20        35        70      35       .5      .25      .25        20        35        70   36.25 |
  | r67      .25      .75        0        20        35        70   31.25      .75        0      .25        20        35        70    32.5 |
  | r68        0      .75      .25        20        35        70   43.75       .5        0       .5        20        35        70      45 |
  | r69        0        1        0        20        35        70      35      .75        0      .25        20        35        70    32.5 |
  +---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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Appendix B: Experimental Design (Online Working Paper)

The theory we have developed implies that we need two experimental tasks: one in which we
elicit risk preferences defined over objective lotteries, and one in which we elicit subjective beliefs using
the QSR defined over monetary payoffs. We want to ensure that the scale of payoffs in each task is
comparable, to avoid extrapolation. We want to have each subject undertake both tasks to allow
estimation of risk preferences, and recovery of true latent subjective beliefs at the level of the individual.

In all experiments subjects were recruited from the undergraduate population at Georgia State
University, spanning several colleges. All subjects received a show-up fee of $7, and no specific
information about the task or expected earnings. Apart from the belief tasks that are the focus here, all
subjects initially completed a task consisting of 50 binary lottery choices. They were told that one of
those choices would be selected at random for payment. Earnings from the selected lottery choice were
recorded prior to the belief elicitation task, and subjects were paid for both tasks. Appendix A contains
all instructions and lottery parameters. A total of 71 subjects were recruited in July 2012.

The subjective belief questions asked of all subjects were as follows:

“Based on 2006 statistics, if a man lived to be 20 in the United States, how many more years would he
expect to live? Note that this is not the age he would die at, but how many more years he would expect
to live.” The correct answer is 56.1 years, and responses were elicited in decades (0 to 9 years, 10 to 19
years, ... 90 to 100 years).

A comparable question for women was also asked, but is not examined here; the correct answer is 61.0
for women.
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Appendix C: Estimating RDU Models of Decision-Making (Online Working Paper)

We write out the formal econometric specifications for EUT and RDU models, to be applied to
determine the probability that individual subjects behave consistently with EUT. The notation here may
differ slightly from the main text, and repeat certain equations so as to be self-contained.

A. Expected Utility

Assume that utility of income is defined by

U(x) = x(1!s)/(1!s) (C1)

where x is the lottery prize and s…1 is a parameter to be estimated. For s=1 assume U(x)=ln(x) if
needed. Thus s is the coefficient of CRRA: s=0 corresponds to risk neutrality, s<0 to risk loving, and
s>0 to risk aversion. Let there be J possible outcomes in a lottery. Under EUT the probabilities for each
outcome xj, p(xj), are those that are induced by the experimenter, so expected utility is simply the
probability weighted utility of each outcome in each lottery i:

EUi = 3j=1,J [ p(xj) × U(xj) ]. (C2)

The EU for each lottery pair is calculated for a candidate estimate of r, and the index

LEU = EUR ! EUL (C3)

calculated, where EUL is the “left” lottery and EUR is the “right” lottery as presented to subjects. This
latent index, based on latent preferences, is then linked to observed choices using a standard cumulative
normal distribution function Φ(LEU). This “probit” function takes any argument between ±4 and
transforms it into a number between 0 and 1. Thus we have the probit link function,

prob(choose lottery R) = Φ(LEU) (C4)

Even though this “link function” is common in econometrics texts, it is worth noting explicitly and
understanding. It forms the critical statistical link between observed binary choices, the latent structure
generating the index LEU, and the probability of that index being observed. The index defined by (C3)
is linked to the observed choices by specifying that the R lottery is chosen when Φ(LEU)>½, which is
implied by (C4).

Thus the likelihood of the observed responses, conditional on the EUT and CRRA
specifications being true, depends on the estimates of D given the above statistical specification and the
observed choices. The “statistical specification” here includes assuming some functional form for the
cumulative density function (CDF). The conditional log-likelihood is then

ln L(s; y, X) = 3i [ (ln Φ(LEU)×I(yi = 1)) + (ln (1-Φ(LEU))×I(yi = !1)) ] (C5)

where I(@) is the indicator function, yi =1(!1) denotes the choice of the right (left) lottery in risk aversion
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task i, and X is a vector of individual characteristics reflecting age, sex, race, and so on.

Harrison and Rutström [2008; Appendix F] review procedures that can be used to estimate
structural models of this kind, as well as more complex non-EUT models. The goal is to illustrate how
researches can write explicit maximum likelihood (ML) routines that are specific to different structural
choice models. It is a simple matter to correct for multiple responses from the same subject
(“clustering”), as needed for the pooled estimation results we present.

An important extension of the core model is to allow for subjects to make some behavioral errors.
The notion of error is one that has already been encountered in the form of the statistical assumption
that the probability of choosing a lottery is not 1 when the EU of that lottery exceeds the EU of the
other lottery. This assumption is clear in the use of a non-degenerate link function between the latent
index LEU and the probability of picking one or other lottery; in the case of the normal CDF, this link
function is Φ(LEU). If there were no errors from the perspective of EUT, this function would be a step
function: zero for all values of LEU<0, anywhere between 0 and 1 for LEU=0, and 1 for all values of
LEU>0.

We employ the error specification originally due to Fechner and popularized by Hey and Orme
[1994]. This error specification posits the latent index

LEU = (EUR ! EUL)/μ (C3N)

instead of (C3), where μ is a structural “noise parameter” used to allow some errors from the
perspective of the deterministic EUT model. This is just one of several different types of error story that
could be used, and Wilcox [2008] provides an excellent review of the implications of the alternatives. As
μ60 this specification collapses to the deterministic choice EUT model, where the choice is strictly
determined by the EU of the two lotteries; but as μ gets larger and larger the choice essentially becomes
random. When μ=1 this specification collapses to (C3), where the probability of picking one lottery is
given by the ratio of the EU of one lottery to the sum of the EU of both lotteries. Thus μ can be viewed
as a parameter that flattens out the link functions as it gets larger.

An important contribution to the characterization of behavioral errors is the “contextual error”
specification proposed by Wilcox [2011]. It is designed to allow robust inferences about the primitive
“more stochastically risk averse than,” and posits the latent index

LEU = [ (EUR ! EUL)/ν ]/μ (C3O)

instead of (C3N), where ν is a new, normalizing term for each lottery pair L and R. The normalizing term
ν is defined as the maximum utility over all prizes in this lottery pair minus the minimum utility over all
prizes in this lottery pair. The value of ν varies, in principle, from lottery choice pair to lottery choice
pair: hence it is said to be “contextual.” For the Fechner specification, dividing by ν ensures that the
normalized EU difference [(EUR ! EUL)/ν] remains in the unit interval. The term ν does not need to be
estimated in addition to the utility function parameters and the parameter for the behavioral error tern,
since it is given by the data and the assumed values of those estimated parameters.

The specification employed here is the CRRA utility function from (C1), the Fechner error
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specification using contextual utility from (C3O), and the link function using the normal CDF from (C4).
The log-likelihood is then

ln L(s, μ; y, X) = 3i [ (ln Φ(LEU)×I(yi = 1)) + (ln (1-Φ(LEU))×I(yi = !1)) ] (C5O)

and the parameters to be estimated are s and μ given observed data on the binary choices y and the
lottery parameters in X.

It is possible to consider more flexible utility functions than the CRRA specification in (1), but
that is not essential for present purposes.

B. Rank-Dependent Utility

The RDU model of Quiggin [1982] extends the EUT model by allowing for decision weights on
lottery outcomes. The specification of the utility function is the same parametric specification (C1)
considered for EUT. To calculate decision weights under RDU one replaces expected utility defined by
(C3) with RDU

RDUi = 3j=1,J [ w(p(xj)) × U(xj) ] = 3j=1,J [ wj × U(xj) ] (C3N)

where

wj = ω(pj + ... + pJ) - ω(pj+1 + ... + pJ) (C6a)

for j=1,... , J-1, and

wj = ω(pj) (C6b)

for j=J, with the subscript j ranking outcomes from worst to best, and ω(@) is some probability weighting
function.

We consider three popular probability weighting functions. The first is the simple “power”
probability weighting function proposed by Quiggin [1982], with curvature parameter γ:

ω(p) = pγ (C7)

So γ…1 is consistent with a deviation from the conventional EUT representation. Convexity of the
probability weighting function is said to reflect “pessimism” and generates, if one assumes for simplicity
a linear utility function, a risk premium since ω(p) < p  œp and hence the “RDU EV” weighted by ω(p)
instead of p has to be less than the EV weighted by p. The rest of the ML specification for the RDU
model is identical to the specification for the EUT model, but with different parameters to estimate.

The second probability weighting function is the “inverse-S” function popularized by Tversky
and Kahneman [1992]:

ω(p) = pγ / ( pγ + (1-p)γ )1/γ (C8)
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This function exhibits inverse-S probability weighting (optimism for small p, and pessimism for large p)
for γ<1, and S-shaped probability weighting (pessimism for small p, and optimism for large p) for γ>1.

The third probability weighting function is a general functional form proposed by Prelec [1998]
that exhibits considerable flexibility. This function is

ω(p) = exp{-η(-ln p)φ}, (C9)

and is defined for 0<p#1, η>0 and φ>1. When φ=1 this function collapses to the Power function ω(p)
= pη.

The construction of the log-likelihood for the RDU model with Power or Inverse-S probability
weighting follows the same pattern as for EUT, with the parameters s, γ and μ to be estimated. The log-
likelihood for the RDU model with the Prelec probability weighting requires the estimation of the
parameters s, η, φ and μ to be estimated.

If the sole metric for deciding if a subject were better characterized by EUT and RDU was the
log-likelihood of the estimated model, then there were be virtually no subjects classified as EUT since
RDU nests EUT.22 But if we use metrics of a 10%, 5% or 1% significance level on these test of the
EUT hypothesis that ω(p) = p, then we classify 31%, 33% or 42% of the subjects with valid estimates as
being EUT-consistent.

We therefore consider the effect of the subjects that are not classified as EUT using these data,
on the assumption that they cannot be reliably classified as SEU for the beliefs elicitation task. Again,
the maintained assumption here is that evidence against EUT behavior is a useful metric for evidence
against SEU for that individual. We classify subjects in a binary manner using this approach.23
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